Lenz Moreton

Engineering & Construction Lawyers

Practical solutions
from industry insiders
Lenz Moreton is a specialist construction
and engineering law firm focused on providing
innovative and effective legal solutions for the
building and infrastructure industry.

As a lawyer and chartered professional
engineer with practical experience both as
a consulting engineer and civil contractor,
Principal Chris Lenz brings his unique insight
to each stage of your project.

This solid grasp of your practical commercial
issues gives the firm a unique insight into ways
to avoid disputes and the skills to resolve them
when they arise.
P 07 3220 0299 | E admin@lenzmoreton.com.au
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Talk to the
experts...
Contact Us
P 07 3220 0299
E admin@lenzmoreton.com.au
Office Location
Level 6, 12 Creek Street,
BRISBANE, QLD 4000
www.lenzmoreton.com.au

Chris Lenz,
Principal

Reg Kleidon,
Special Counsel

Ruth Kennedy,
Solicitor

As a qualified Civil Engineer with
hands on experience as a Design
and Consulting Engineer and
Construction Contractor, Chris
Lenz has the expertise to rapidly
understand your particular technical
issues and provide practical solutions
in as short a time-frame as possible.

Reg has extensive Construction
Law and Commercial Litigation
experience having previously run
his own legal firm and practiced
as a partner in a CBD law firm for
over fifteen years. He has advised
a wide range of construction
clients throughout that time.

Ruth specialises in the area of
Litigation. Ruth’s strong investigative
approach and empathetic style enable
her to solve her client’s problems
quickly and effectively. Her tenacity in
finding a resolution to even the most
complex or challenging of situations is
greatly appreciated by her clients.
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